
IDEAS �
A fully decentralized platform for investing, fundraising, and recruitment, 
that use cryptocurrencies for payments, and accept all kinds of projects.
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Our Vision

IDEAS aims to revolutionize fundraising and investing by creating a decentralized 
platform, accessible to all projects, and functions using cryptocurrencies. 

Entrepreneurs with promising startup ideas can share them on the platform, 
to receive support from investors or donors in the form of cryptocurrency. 

For more information, check the Concept & Vision video on our YouTube channel.

https://youtu.be/1Bo-9KZGXa0


Our Vision

Invest / DonateShare you idea Win/Win Situation

Upload your project, 
present it to worldwide 

possible investors.

Check all different 
uploaded projects,

invest in a project, or 
donate to a certain 

cause.

As an entrepreneur, you'll 
fund your project and 

achieve its success, and as 
an investor, you will make 

profits.



Tokenomics
IDEAS Token has a fixed total supply equal to 300 Million tokens.

Distributed as follows (After the migration to Ethereum):

11%

Burned

63%

Uniswap & 
Holders

13%

Marketing Wallet

13%

Budget Wallet

Liquidity locked for 5 years (till 2028 able to be extended) – LINK

Marketing and Budget wallets locked for 12 years (till 2034) – LINK

https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x443b29fc978058Abe3Fc2f4c3c6b76c57fdecC02?name=IDEAS&symbol=IDEAS
https://dxsale.app/dxlockview?id=0&add=0x443b29fc978058Abe3Fc2f4c3c6b76c57fdecC02&type=tokenlock&chain=ETH


Useful Links

How to buy IDEAS Token?  You can check our video tutorial Here

How to use the IDEAS platform?  Check our introductory video about the platform Here

Website 

IDEAS Platform 

Platform Documentation

https://www.ideastoken.com/
https://ideastoken.app/login
https://youtu.be/q-QmSssjIlg
https://youtu.be/opyEJNXJxVY
https://appdocs.ideastoken.com/


IDEAS is a decentralized autonomous application platform, designed to bring 
together entrepreneurs, investors, and skills in a shared space that operates using 
cryptocurrencies.

IDEAS aims to revolutionize the way people can fund and invest in projects.
We've created an ERC20 token called IDEAS, a decentralized autonomous platform, 
and a mobile application to achieve this goal.

The IDEAS platform is divided into two sections: 
the Investment Platform and the Recruitment Platform.
The Investment Platform is where users can post their ideas/startups without 
restrictions or control from IDEAS or any other third party.
The Recruitment Platform allows business owners to post job offers, and freelancers 
from all over the world can apply and bid on paid tasks.

Check our introductory video about the IDEAS platform, What it is, and how it 
works, Here

What is IDEAS project about ?

https://youtu.be/opyEJNXJxVY


How It Works

IDEAS (IDEAS) is an ERC20 token based on the Ethereum blockchain. It is used for:

● Processing transactions and storing data of the IDEAS platform functions on the 
Blockchain.

● Governance votes to determine certain functionalities on the IDEAS platform.

The IDEAS Platform allows users to:

● Post their projects to attract potential investors.
● Borrow cryptocurrencies from other users.
● Request donations for their causes or projects.
● Post job assignments to find suitable freelancers.

Note: All transaction fees in IDEAS will be burned automatically, which renders the token 
deflationary.

What are the utilities of IDEAS ?



How It Works

Yes, IDEAS is a deflationary token.

Over 11% of the total supply has already been burned through various events and 
features.

The IDEAS token is deployed on UniswapV3, which deducts fees in IDEAS for each buy 
and sell transaction, and these fees will be burned.
Additionally, all platform transactions will incur a fee in IDEAS, which will also be 
automatically burned.

How to buy IDEAS Token?  You can check it  Here

Is IDEAS a Deflationary Token?

https://youtu.be/q-QmSssjIlg


IDEAS is creating a fully decentralized platform for crowdfunding, investing, and 
recruitments.

While other crypto launchpad platforms supports only crypto projects, and publish a 
project only after review and approval from the team, IDEAS is taking a step further to 
render the process fully decentralized for anyone to post without examination, and 
open for all sorts of projects.

How It Works

What makes IDEAS unique ?



The investment platform is a part of the IDEAS Platform, and it will be an active shared 
space that works on cryptocurrency and brings together Entrepreneurs and investors 
from all over the world.

This platform will offers three key functionalities:
● The Borrowing Function: In which you can borrow crypto assets from other users to 

finance your project.
● The Donation Function: In which you can receive donations from other users who 

believe in your project and want to support its development.
● The Investment Function: In which others can invest in your project, with the aim of 

generating profits for both parties in the future.

Note that the investment platform is still under construction.
As we make progress and deliver its functionalities, more information on it will be made 
available to the public.

How It Works

What is the investment platform ?



How It Works

Aside from projects that involve adult or violent content, any other type of project may 
be posted.

Initially, the team will be closely monitoring the projects posted on the platform to 
ensure a safe environment for users.

Until the time when the platform becomes totally controlled by token holders.

What projects are eligible for posting on the platform?



How It Works

IDEAS investment platform operates in a completely decentralized manner, meaning no background 
checks will be performed by IDEAS on any entrepreneur or project.

Instead, entrepreneurs are given the opportunity to create their own profiles, which include their ID, 
CV, skills, recent work, and other pertinent information, to establish trust with investors through the 
quality of their posted material and presentation.

Each project posted on the platform will also have a designated section where the entrepreneur can 
showcase their idea/startup in full detail.
This section will allow the entrepreneur to provide a comprehensive overview of their business plan, 
technical specifications, white paper, and any other crucial information relevant to their project.

The information can be presented in a variety of formats, including text, documents, images, or 
videos, providing a comprehensive and engaging way for investors to understand the project and its 
potential.

It is the sole responsibility of the investor to thoroughly verify and validate the information posted by 
the entrepreneur or project before making any investment decisions.

What kind of background checks will IDEAS perform on entrepreneurs/projects ?



How It Works

The Recruitment Platform is a part of the IDEAS platform, and it will be an active 
shared space that works on cryptocurrency and brings  together business owners, and 
freelancers from all over the world.

As a business owner, you can post a job offer for a task to be completed within a 
specified timeline, while
freelancers can apply and bid for the task.

Note that the investment platform is still under construction.
As we make progress and deliver its functionalities, more information on it will be 
made available to the public.

What is the recruitment platform ?



• Launching the 
website

• Creating social 
media profiles

• Deploy IDEAS tokens 
on Pancakeswap

• Securing liquidity, 
audit, and lock team 
wallet

Roadmap

STAGE 1

• Developing and 
following a marketing   
strategy

• DOXXING the founders 
to gain trust of users

• Claiming a listing on 
CMC & CG etc..

• Deploy Lottery Function
• Release an initial 
version of the platform

STAGE 2

• Migration to Ethereum 
• Investment platform
(2023 Q1-Q4)
• Recruitment platform
(2024 Q1-Q4)
• Phone application 
(2024 Q4)
• CEX Listing

STAGE 3

• Partnering with 
large projects

• Listing on more CEX
• NFT for projects
• More to come later

STAGE 4



Team

A diligent team of engineers and developers with over 10 years of experience,
Passionate about giving their best to finish the project.

● Founder & CEO:        Adam Safwan

● Co-Founder:              Ibrahim Cherri

You can contact us anytime via our email:  info@ideastoken.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/adam-safwan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ibrahim-cherri-8ba547220/
mailto:info@ideastoken.com


Decentralization Is The Future


